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CÉ LA VI is our interpretation of the popular French saying “this is life”. CÉ LA VI was born 
in Southeast Asia, inspired by the region’s creative legacy. CÉ LA VI’s DNA is deeply rooted 
in the artistic influences of the region’s art, carvings, paintings and temples. 

Our mission is simple: the pursuit of pleasure, passion and play in an inspiring and spectacular 
setting because “this is the life”. We deliver a luxury lifestyle, dining and entertainment brand 
through exceptional guest services, iconic locations with stunning vistas and a journey of the 
five senses.

WELCOME
TO
CÉ LA VI



FLOOR
PLAN

RESTAURANT &
OUTDOOR BAR

Seating: 70

BAR AREA
Seating: 45

OUTDOOR LOUNGE

Seating: 260

ALL AREA 
(Stand & Seats)

Capacity: 
800~1000



Situated on the 48th floor of the Nanshan 
skyscraper, CÉ LA VI’s venue offers 
clients magnificent and unparalleled 
views, both day and night. Our venue 
offers indoor and outdoor Restaurant, 
Lounge, and Bar configurations catering 
to all types of occasions.

OVERVIEW
& SPACES



Picture-perfect panoramas with a contemporary flair of Asian aesthetics, 
CÉ LA VI SkyBar & Lounge is versatile indoor/outdoor space that 
can host a myriad of events from, sunset cocktail receptions, product 

launches to grand galas.

 

Total Capacity:

SkyBar: 45 Seated, 80 Standing | 

Lounge: 260 Seated, 320  Standing |

SkyBar & Lounge Half-Buyout: 250 Pax

SkyBar 
& Lounge



LOUNGE

SKYBAR & LOUNGE

With the installation of individual climate control at every outdoor 
booth nested within the rooftop haven, CÉ LA VI brings a rare luxury 
experience outdoors for the first time in Taiwan. This feature also makes 

the SkyBar & Lounge accessible year round for its guests.



With a combination of premium menus 
and wines set in contemporary yet elegant 
surroundings, this is truly an unforgettable 

dining experience.

Seating Capacity: 70 Guests | 

RESTAURANT



CUISINE

The menu is a creative blend of Asia’s most intriguing flavours that
combines tradition and modernity, resulting in truly contemporary Asian

cuisine. The Restaurant serves from lunch to late night.



AFTERNOON TEA

For CÉ LA VI Taipei’s Afternoon Tea, our inspiration draws from the Bonsai Tree, 
with origins in the Tang Dynasty, China’s Renaissance period. At this time, the art 
of bonsai and traditional tea ceremonies were at their peak, a time of leisure and 
elegant refinement. Pairing this with the delicacies and customs known for the British 
afternoon tea ceremonies that have become so heavily present in Asia, our afternoon 
tea will be a showcase of how Taipei redefines Afternoon Tea. Taiwan has long been a 
melting pot for Asian cultures, with Chinese, Japanese, and Western influence having 
a large impact on the Taiwanese society we know today; and with that, some of the 
most beautiful facets of these worlds are thriving in Taiwan, and the second age of the 

renaissance in Asia. 



COCKTAILS

Inventive offerings at the SkyBar embrace the heart of Taiwan’s culture with a robust 
cocktail menu centred around international flavours with a Taiwanese twist. Featured 
libations like a "Molasses Pineapple", and "South Taiwan Juice Bar" are on the 

signature cocktail list.



ENTERTAINMENT

The state-of-the-art venue is equipped 
with the finest sound system seen in high 
profile mega-clubs such as Marquee 
Las Vegas and Exchange Los Angeles. 
Designed by Audio 6 Taiwan along with 
Funktion-One UK, CÉ LA VI Taipei has 
been fitted with a system made up of 4x 
Resolution 2s, 28x F81 loudspeakers 
with 2x BR218 and 15x BR115 bass 
speakers that are altogether designed to 
provide an immersive sound experience 
that complements its sleek interior and 
cityscape backdrop.



360-DEGREE
EVENT SOLUTIONS

|SPECIAL OCCASIONS|

Product Launches
Press Events
Photoshoots
Birthdays

Bachelorette Parties

|F&B|

Tailor-made Menu
Bespoke Cocktail Creations

|LUNCH & DINNER GATHERINGS|

Executive Lunches
Dinner Parties

Cocktails & Canapés
Afternoon High-Tea



CORPORATE EVENTS



PREVIOUS BRAND EVENTS



FAQ

 DRESS CODE Dress code for entrance: Business casual/Smart casual/
  Cocktail/Chic

  Guests wearing the following will not be permitted entry:
  Men wearing sleeveless shirts, tank tops, shorts.

  Footwear restrictions include: backless sandals, flip flops/
  thong sandals, beach shoes, house slippers, kitchen shoes, 
  Crocs, sports sandals.
   

 ADDRESS Taipei City, Xinyi District, 17 Sonzhi Road. Breeze Nanshan 
  48F 

 WEBSITE www.facebook.com/celavitaipei
  tw.celavi.com



For Special Event information or to receive a quotation,
kindly contact general-tpe@celavi.com

CONTACT




